PROCEEDINGS OF THE VICE-CHANCELLOR


Read: 1. Email from APSCHE dated 27-02-2018,

ORDER:

Having considered the format received from APSCHE regarding issue of Provisional Certificates for U.G. Courses under CBCS and further classification the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor is pleased to order the implementation of the following guidelines being effective from Admitted batch 2015-16.

1) Part-I Languages be given CGPA and Class.
2) Part-II Core Subjects and Clusters be given CGPA and Class.
3) Part-III Foundation Courses be given CGPA and not awarded any class and included for awarding classes.
4) Part-IV totally deleted.
5) QR Code, Candidate Photo and Aadhar Number deleted in preparation of Provisional Certificate.
6) For any failure in Project the candidate has to appear and submit a Report of Project for 75 Marks (Exdternal-50 and Internal-25) and also Viva Voce of the Project (External-25 Marks) and also Presentation (15 Marks) and Viva 10 Marks. Seminar marks 25 and internals in project report marks 25 be included to maintain uniformity of 1% of Grace marks and grafting for all groups in U.G. Courses where the project report is 150 marks.
7) For calculation and awarding class the procedure followed in the year-end credit based grading system be followed (Vide Proceedings letter No.LI(2)/Grading System U.G. Courses/2009 dated 21-11-2009) be adopted and implemented for semester choice based credit system with a change in third class for B.A., B.Com., (General & Computer Applications), B.B.A., B.H.M.C.T., B.C.A., B.Sc. Grace the aggregate pass is 40% and CGPA = 4.00.

First Class > 6.5 and above
Second Class > 5.5 but less than 6.5
Third Class > 4.0 and less than 5.5
8) Existing facility of grace of grafting enabling a candidate to obtain a pass in the examination shall be continued. Improving CGPA for Improvement of class will be continued as per the exiting rule.

9) CGPA multiplied by “10” gives aggregate percentage of marks obtained by a candidate.

(BY ORDER)

(T.V. SATYAVATHI DEVI)
DEPUTY REGISTRAR (ACADEMIC)

To

1. The Dean, Examination (U.G), A.U. Vsp.
2. The Dean, College Development Council, A.U. Vsp.
5. The Principals of Affiliated Colleges (U.G), A.U. Vsp.

Copies to:

1. The Dean of Academic Affairs, A.U. Vsp.
2. The Special Officer, Confidential Section, A.U. Vsp.